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Awaken your senses with Harman Kardon
Citation Oasis
Rich sound meets elegant design with DAB/DAB+ radio and
wireless phone charging
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LONDON – June 15, 2020 – The Harman Kardon Citation Series continues to deliver

remarkable audio quality with cutting edge technology and sophisticated design. The latest

addition to the stylish series is the Harman Kardon Citation Oasis; a compact speaker with a

built-in alarm clock, wireless phone charging capabilities and music streaming. 

Beautiful and understated by design, the Harman Kardon Citation Oasis brings rich Harman

Kardon sound to your bedroom. For the perfect beauty sleep, choose the Oasis’ night switch

option that automatically turns off Wi-Fi during sleep hours. To start the day just the way you

like it, use your voice and Hey Google to set a custom alarm to a specific Internet radio station

or playlist.

Thanks to the DAB/DAB+ radio and chic, tactile, yet durable fabric by Kvadrat, the Oasis is the

ideal accessory in the living room, office and kitchen, too. Hey Google gives you the latest news

updates while the wireless charging pad charges any Qi-enabled phone without hassle, so you

can forget unsightly cables disrupting your curated space.

Pairing the Oasis with other Citation speakers will complete your multiroom audio experience.

You can also enjoy over 300 music streaming services through Chromecast™ built-in and

AirPlay. With effortless voice control by Hey Google, the Citation Oasis is the perfect addition to

every elegant home.

Streamline your nightstand with the Harman Kardon Citation Oasis, available on

harmankardon.com in July for €199.
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ABOUT HARMAN KARDON

Harman Kardon creates beautiful sound that speaks to you. The world-renowned audio brand seamlessly
merges function and form, through the highest quality sound, elegant design and meticulous attention to detail.
In 1954, Harman Kardon became the first audio brand to release an AM/FM Hi-Fi compact receiver. For over 65
years, Harman Kardon has been a leading audio engineering and design expert, captivating ears and hearts.
Cementing the brand’s design status, the iconic Harman Kardon SoundSticks are part of the permanent
collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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